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Dean opens up about Watergate
by DAVID WASSER
News Editor
"I was very ambitious," said
former Watergate conspirator
John W. Dean III. "I was moving
by leaps and bounds. I got blinded
by my own ambitions."
Dean was in Ellensburg May 5
for a speech on Watergate. He also
spoke with several college repor
ters after the speech.
The former counsel to the
president said the entire scandal
might have been avoided had
Richard Nixon handled the affair
in a more open manner.
"There was a moment ,the
president could have easily drawn
the line and said, 'The White
Ho¥se wasn't involved,' " Dean

said. But he explained that Nixon
and the chairman of the president's reelection committee, John
Mitchell, were good friends. Dean
· said it was Mitchell who ordered
the ·break-in.
Dean said a decision to tell the
entire story would have been
"politically embarrassing, but not
catastrophic." Nevertheless, on
.June 20, 1972, the cover-up began.
According to. Dean, the Watergate affair began in April 1971. In
a memorandum from Nixon to
Chief of Staff H. R. Haldeman, the
President said: "I want us to have
a better political intelligence
gathering system than we had in
1968--better than ever."
A flurry of memoranda went out
on the subject, Dean explained.

Plans from various members of the
president's staff came in.
Nixon and then Attorney General
Mitchell decided to use Gordon
Liddy's plan. Part of this plan was
electronic surveillance of the
Democratic National Party Headquarters at the Watergate Hotel in
Washington, D. C.
Dean told the audience he knew
of no evidence that Nixon ·organized the bugging at Watergate.
But he added, "I happen to believe
he knew such an operation took
place."
Dean said he soon became very
involved in the ciilver-up. He
explained he never considered the
legal aspects of what he was doing.
"I got swollen up with this feelin_g
of importance," 1!.e ~aid. "I wanted_

-II
--

to make them happy, and I did my of the presidency couldn't just
damndest to do that."
make it go away."
..,
On August 29, 1972, Nixon
On March 21, 1973, ·Dean tol4
announced at a press conference the president that there was "a
that Dean had conducted a com- cancer growing. on the presidenplete Watergate investigation and cy." Dean said he realized he was
claimed, "I can st~te- categorically not getting through to Nixon.
that his investigation indicates
On April 30 Dean was fired.
that no one in the White House
Dean said that if the cover-up
staff, no one in this Administra- had been successful, "another Wation, presently employed, was . .tergate would have happened and
involved in this very bizarre been much worse.
"I was in jail at the time," Dean
incident .... What really hurts is if
you try to cover it up."
said, when he heard of Ford's
No such investigation had occur~ pardon of Nixon. "I saw not just
red.
the fact of what Nixon had done as
Soon the press was asking Press president wiped off the slate. But
Secretary Ron Ziegler for copies of his tax and financial dealings were
the report. "Ziegler asked if I erased as well. It left many
could do one," Dean said. "I said W~_!ergate questions unanswered.
no."
"(fe°lt this was wrong. The least
Dean said he felt the reason _ Ford could do was to have him, in
Nixon made such a statement was exchange for this, lay ·out what
in case anything went wrong, he actually went on."
could blame Dean.
Rolling Stone magazine recently
Halden~an then tried to talk printed a story claiming Robert
Dean into writing report. Dean Bennett, owner of a Washington,
said he explained to him that if he D.C., public relations {irm, was
were to writ.e a report, John "Deep Throat," a famous inforEtlichman, Jeb Stuart Magruder, mant.
Dean said Bennett was "not one
Mitchell, Dean and Haldeman himself would be indicted.
of my prime candidates." Dean
According to Dean, Haldeman denied that he was "Deep Throat."
said, "I don't think . it's a good
Dean served several months in
'idea."
prison for his part in the cover-up.
But Dean said Nixon still want- Citing disparity iri prison sentened a report. Dean still refused. ces, he said "our system of
Dean said the President wanted "a criminal justice is not working.
fairy tale, an outright lie."
"I never knew what freedom
"I knew I was obstructing was," Dean said, "until I lost my
justice," Dean said. "I didn't think own freedom. Believe me, your
a cover-up could work. The power freedom is very dear to you."

a
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Preliminary plans for McConnell
finished, new theater included
...

by CLINT ROBBINS

·Mys-t ery play running
here through Saturday
The Rimers of Eldritch, an
adult, mystery stageplay, will run
through Saturday in McConnell.
The play, produced by Central's
Drama Department, is. part of the
Bicentennial Festival sponsored
by the college's School of Arts and
Humanities.
Written by Lanford Wilson, The
Rimers of Eldritch is a stage story
of a small Midwest coal-mining
town with a peculiar capability for
the vicious. The plot centers upon
a murder and the townspeople's
reaction to it.
The play, which will be staged at
8:30 tonight through Saturday,
stars four experienced drama students.

Holding leading roles are Charlie Watters,. of Ellensburg, as
Skelly Manor; Kandyce Barker,
Bellevue, as Eva Jackson; Leslie
McCorkle, OJalla, as Patsy and
Mary Benoit, Yakima, as Molly
- Windrod.
The play is directed by E. Dee
Torrey-, of the Drama Department
faculty.
Playing with The Rimers of
Eldritch is a one-act curtainraising production, This Is the Rill
Speaking, which was written by
the same author. Tickets for both
productions, at $1.50 for nonstudents and $1 for students, will
be available at the door.

Preliminary design has been
completed for the remodeling of
McConnell Auditorium and the
installation of a multi-form theater
in that building.
Prepared by Central's Facilities
Planning and Construction Department and the D_rama Department, the building construction
drawings hopefully will be funded
through the requested $17 4,000
allocation from the State Legislature.
Gil Braida, facilities planning
director, said, "We hope to get
money for these drawings by July
1 so we can proceed with the
remodeling and construction project and also the planning of Barge
courtyard development."
Braida said that a sculptural
fountain, seating area and trees
would ultimately be placed in the
Barge courtyard. ''This develop~
ment--we ~ope--will be included in
the renovation of Barge Hall," he
noted.
When proposed construction is
completed, the drama personnel
will move into the parts of McConnell where computer science is
n-0w. The latter will be moved to
Bouillion, which is also scheduled
to be remodeled.
Currently, McConnell is occupied by the Drama Department,

computer science and the computer center.
'l'he computer center will be
moved to another campus building.
Braida said that some of the
drama offices are located in Edison, which is scheduled to bE
removed because "it would cost
-too much to renovate."
As with the· other departments
on campus, the Drama Department has enlarged considerably
since the construction of McConnell in 1935 when Central had less
than -1,000 students.
"We've multiplied seven-fold
and the existing facility simply can
no longer meet the growing de- ~
mands of the Drama Department,"
Braida explained.
Proposals were made in 1972 to
construct a new theater near the
Psychology Building, "but we lost
that idea because campus enrollment went down and legislators
decided we didn't need it."
He said the decision for remodeling the current structure was
made by the Drama Department,
the budget committee and the
business office. ·
-Continuing, he said that ramps
from ground level to the auditorium will be provided so people in
wheelchairs will have access to the
main lobby and the stage area.
"The multi-form-(experimental)

.

theater will allow any combination
of play'e rs, stage, audience and
lighting," Braida commented.
He said that courtyard development between Barge and Mitchell
could serve as an important gathering and focal point for the
campus.
With the sculpture in the center,
the fountain will be 35 feet in
diameter and will be circled by a
wid~ rim on the edge to provide
seating. ''The sculpture, probably
bronze, will be commissioned to a
local artist."
Braida pointed out that, although . they were originally designed in two styles, "McConnell
and Barge look fairly good together--probably because of similar
construction materials."
McConnell was designed with
classicism on the front "but for ·
some unkown reason, art-deco
style on the rest of the building."
Braida said that art-deco was
popular in the 1930s, while the
Romanesque--Barge's style-"was
popular prior to 1900. "Many older
build~ngs in New York, Chicago
and some on the West Coast
employ that style."
Planned completion date of the
remodeling project is December
1978. A scale model of the design
for this project and one of the
entire campus will be on display
tomorrow in the SUB Pit.

Profs who write ow~ texts say not profitable
by JANE SNYDER
Some Central instructors assign
their classes books they've written
but· they an say the practice isn't
making them rich.
John Herum and Donald Cummings, co-authors of Tempo, a
collection of "readings for writings" and Writing: Plans, Drafts
and RevisiOns, say that they
hav~n't ·m ade any money on either
book except for the advance and
they don't think they ever wilL
Herum and Cummings received a
$150 advance each on Tempo but
before they'll receive anything
more · the book will have to sell
enough copies to pay off the
advance and the $5,200 the publishers paid for reprint rights.
They would have made sixteen
cents for every copy of Writing:
Plans, Drafts and Revisions after
th.e advance of $750 had been paid
off, if the book hadn't gone out of
print.
Cummings said he's used Writing .
in class but, unlike every English
graduate assistant, he's nev.e r
;i.ssigned Tempo. "I don't like using
a collection of readings in a comp.

on campus was an advantage for
class." Cummings said he and the text. You couldn't argue with
Herum wrote the book in answer . the textbook at all and I thoup:ht if instructors.
''The authors knew· what they
to a publisher's request for a book ! ~ver tau~ht I wouldn't do it, but I
intended and we could ask." Vifian
to bridge the gap between voca- . found that when I didn't use
said. "And the teacher's manual
tional and humanistic concerns. "I Writing I was covering the same
for Tempo is quite large and
guess one of the things we proved material anyway. Using it saves a
~omprehens•ve."
is that college students don't like certain amount of talking and
Viflan said he wouldn't have
to think about their jobs," Cum- repetition."
assigned the book this year if it
mings said.
English graduate students were
had been his decision. "The repetiHerum is more committed to required to assign the text Tempo
Tempo than Cummings. "I think · to their fall and winter classes
tion is dull for me and the graduate
students," he said, "and the topic
the theme is important." he said. this year and last, and one gradof work is not as interesting as it
''The book is a realistic solution to uate assistant said his students
might be to our students."
a special problem: working from called Tempo boring. "They
This year's comp.director, David'
someone else's writing to your weren't · motivated in the first
Canzler, safd he selected the book
own."
place and Tempo sure didn't help."
l~oth men said that the book
But John Vifian, who was comp. because, "It's what most of the
TA's used last year. They were
saved on mimeographing. "You're director last year and assigned the
familiar with it and I saw no good
going to give them a lot -of the book, says "101 students have
reason to change."
material anyway, so you might as criticized every reader we've ever
"I'm using the book myself," he
well have it all in one place where used."
.
said, "I thought I ought to see
they can get at it," Herum said.
Vifian ascribes this criticism to
what they were suffering
But Cummings expressed concern dislike of composition classes. "If a
through."
that a professor who writes his student is unhappy with having to
own textbook may be ''gutting t}le write at · all, his dissatisfaction
Bruce Teets, another English
lecture."
·
spills over to something else, the
teacher, assigns the edition of
Cummings has made a~sip-nments text or the instructor." Vifian said. Castle Rackrent, by Maria . Edgeworth, which he edited. Teets said
in Writing. But "quite frankl~ it Vifian said Tempo "wa~n't infer··
embarasses me," he said."! had a ior to any collection of readings textbook writing is "not the kind
philosophy class as an undergrad- that I could see," and said the of thing one does for money." He
uate in which the prof had written . presence of Herum and Cummings · also said he has never received any ·
money for Castle Rackrent, which
was published by a university
press, and he lost money on
another book he wrote, Joseph
Conrad: An Annotated Bibliography.
Teets says he's made about
twelve dollars from royalties for
the Conrad book so far but spent
"several thousand" on original
,
·
materials.
·- "In doing the actual research one
learns a great _deal," Teets said,
"and the more one knows the
better teacher one becomes."

Burton Williams, with Kent Richards and Raymond___ Smith, has
edited a collection of readings
on washington state history to be
released this summer. Williams
says that though he'll assign the
book to students in his History 301
classes, the price they pay will not
include a royalty.
"You don't charge the students
in your own institution any
royalties," Williams said, "because
that would seem like you were
pressuring them into buying your
own book." ·
Williams said if the book ·is sold at
other schools he'll make some
money because the authors didn't
receive an advance, but any royalties will be split three ways.

CORRECTION .
In last week's Crier the following statement was made: " 'Pacific Northwest History' has been
retained as a graduation requirement for teacher education majors."
The statement . should have
read: " 'Pacific Northwest History'
has been retained as a graduation
requirement for some teacher
education majors."
According to the 1975-76 Catalog, students preparing to teach
fourth through sixth grades or
declaring a major or minor concentration in special education or one
of the social science fields (history,
geography, sociology, economics,
anthropology, political science, social science) are required to satisfactorily complete History 301:
History and Government 'of Washington.

A Rainier National Bank checking account gives
you an accurate record of all your expenses.

RuNmRBANK
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Hang gliding: -hazardous to your health
by Kt;LLY RYAN ·
After centuries of dreams and
hundreds of false starts, human
flight is-finally here.
In an age of jet-liners and space
flight, a strange revolution is
taking place in the air. Spurning
airplane and conventional sail-.
planes, thousands of people with
_flying in their blood are taking to
the skies in craft called hang
gliders that look like those of the
Wright Brothers and other
pioneer aviators.
The hang gliding craze, which
seems to be an outgrowth of the
youthfull retreat from technology
of mass production and the conspicuious consumption of energy in
powered transportation, sprouted
wings about a decade ago.
.
Since the years of the crazed
daredevil that was seen cruising
through the skies in his homemade
craft to today, when aficionados by
the thousands have joined the
ranks by the thousands, the young
sport has seen a hell of a lot of
rapid change. Clubs have sprung
up from Ellensburg to New York
and a number of publications,
ranging from modest underground
efforts to handsome four-color
reproductions, report on the emancipation from noisy, expensive
flying machines.
·
As a diversion for folks who
otherwise lead button down lives,
soaring across the sky on a breath
of air can be uplifting. It can also
be dangerous. Flying may be
making the world smaller, but it
remains a fact that is impossible to
miss if you fall. And no~here has
that fact been more in evidence
than in the troubled young sport of
hang gliding.
For the 25,000 or so Americans
who literally fly a kite on a weekly
basis, hang gliding has had an
immense appeal. A factory wing
can be bought for as little as $400
(or as much as $1,100), which
makes gliding fairly inexpensive.
Those who have tried it say
neither ballooning nor skydiving
offer the same bird-like freedom
that hang gliding does and the
cockpit of a sailplane is a prison
article in the Journal of the

compa:red to the harness of a kite.
physicians to the types of injuries
B~t for all its _fetching qualities,
peculiar to the sport--fused spines,
hang
gliding
is
quickly broken necks and brain damage.
establishing itself as the most
The article also came to at least
hazardous
mass-participation one startling conclusion: the more
sport in the world. It is impossible experienced the pilot, the more
to say exactly how many were likely it is that he will come to a
killed flying hang gliders in the US tragic end. Curt Bull, one of the
last year, but the Federal Aviation ·most experienced glider pilots in
Administration has recieved re- the area says, "Serious injury
ports of at least 44. The US Hang seems to be a greater threat to the
Gliding Association count is a pilot whose preliminary gliding
slightly more conservative 39. No experience permits him to risk
single agency is responsible for higher flying, over rough terrain,
keeping track of hang gliding in marginal weather conditions,
accidents and that is part of the and in particular, to risk launches
pr~blem. Another is the high risk
from cliffs rather than the running
of crippling injuries and compound start from safer and more gradual
fractures which has turned out to slopes."
be an orthopedic surgeon's nightJeff Levell was flying on a
mare.
sunny, clear day in the Reecer
Despite such grim statistics, Creek area when his hang glider
hang gliding has boomed in the stalled out at about 40 feet in
past three years. The sport is mid-flight, sending the kite ·and
seductive in its beauty; even the Levell straight to an unavoidable
photographs of hang gliders are target, the ground. Fortunately
captivating.
for Levell, no hospital room was
What the pictures don't show necessary, although he said, "I
are the intrinsic perils, says Jeff couldn't walk for a week." He was
Levell, a student here at Central, -lucky. Usually if you stall at that
who is now operating a school for height, you can scratch yourself
hang glider pilots. "When people from the list.
see those fantastic pictures, they
can't wait to get their own kite and
jump off a mountain. And who ~can
blame them. It all looks so easy.
What those people don't know
could kill them. And most of them
don't know a hell of a loC'
The modern incarnation of the
hang glider was designed for the
US space program by Francis
Rogallo, for who:µi the mostused wing is named. His basic idea
was set aside when NASA turned
to other means of bringing back its
space vehicles, but it wasn't long
before crude gliders, constructed
largely of bamboo and Dacron,
were flying in southern California.
Today the sport has become
more organized. There are at least
three national hang gliding association~ in full flight. Their leaders
insist that hang glider pilots take
no more chances than a person
who rides a motorcycle or straps
on a pair of skis. But a . recent
American Medical Association
warned that hang gliding is "a high
risk operation" and alerted

Levell told of an incident involving a local hang glider pilot
that had previous flight time, but
for some reason was flying too
near some power lines. "The pilot
just made a very unfortunate
decision and it ended up costing
him plenty. What happened is the
pilot came upon some unstable /
conditions and. didn't make the
r lght flight calculations and ham,
he hit those wires and fell about 60
feet, face up on a fence post. He
lived through it though, but he
can't walk."
Don Rollman, another Central
student and hang glider believes
that many hang gliding accidents
have to do with the way the glider
is built. "The manufa~t·Jrers have
a good thing going," s._ys Rullman.
"They sell these aircraft to anyone •
that will buy them. They don't
have to prove anything to anyc.;:ie,
including the FAA that the things
are safe. The only place the sport
can be regulated is at the factor},
and as long as the _manufacturers
are the one making the money'
t.hey 011ght to assurne responsibility for-their product."
Some flyers seek out thermals

that can keep them aloft for hours
at a time. But the air in an up draft
will eventually begin to corkscrew
and cause sudden shifts in wind
speed and direction. When a .glider
loses its headwind, it also forfeits
whatever edge it might have over
the insistent pull of gravity. It is
possible to land a kite in such a
predicament by parachuting or
fluttering to ·the ground, but the
odds against doing so, especially in
a thermal, are indeed formidable.
An estimated 45,00G hang
gliding enthusiasts make up this
aerial armada of young men and ·
women leaping from the handiest
hill or cliff, with wings weighing
as little as 30 pounds. While most
are content to swoop a few feet
above modest slopes, the more
expert have already set dµration
miarks of more than 10 hours of
gliding and flown at the dizzy
altitude of two and one-half miles.
But the romantics persevered
and the result is a new breed of
pilots--most of them young and
agile--flying the oldest kind of
flying machine.
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Faculty says yes to uni·on; recall petition filed
by DAVID WASSER

scheduled · for the week of May
17-21.

Central's faculty has voted to
become affiliated with a union.
Accordfog to David Lygre,
,chairman of Central's Faculty
Senate, a second vote to decide
who is to represent the faculty is

However, a recall petition filed
by Central's chapter of American
Association
of
Universi~y
Professors (AAUP) may stop the
vote.
Charles Mcqehee, AAUP presi-
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by PAM WHITENER

Next year Central will have
some changes in the catalog with
the classification of degrees with
honors.
Dean of Undergraduate Studies,
Donald Schliesman, is proposing

*~'\ Monday thru Friday
.

~~

Both Eastern and UW are
unionizE:d. But Lygre said neither
union has been recognized by its
boards of regents.
Lygre said he did not know how
Cental's Board of Trustees felt
about a faculty union. "They've
made no recent statement that I'm
aware of," he said.
"When we elect an agent I
would expect them to get in touch
with th~ Board," he added.
Lygre estimated that 95 per
cent of the faculty participated in
the election. According to a report
in . the Ellensburg Daily Record,
the yes vote was about 86 per cent~

Degree titles may go latin

until 9:00 pm

~

I

dent, said that no ground rules the only organizations to file to
were set up prior to the vo~e. He represent the faculty.
said the entire action was "much
The AAUP declined to be placed
too hastily contrived."
on the ballot. McGehee said they
McGehee pointed out that the will not participate until "rational"
deadline for agencies wishing to ground rules are set up.
present petitions to represent the
The faculty code states that any
faculty was before the results of action of the Senate may be
the vote were made public.
recalled through petition by 10
A motion in a recent Faculty per cent of the faculty.
Senate meeting to delay the initial
But disagreement within the
vote until next fall passed only by faculty may not be the major
a 16 to 15 margin, according to . problem in becoming unionized. ·
McGehee.
There is presently no state
The American Federation of legislation regarding collective·
Teachers (AFT) and the National bargaining between a faculty and
Society of Professors (NSP) were Board of Trustees.

. 5-7
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~:~
~~
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changing the terms honors, dis- · at · UW. "It would be quite a:r:
· tinction, high distinction and achievement for a student to
highest distinction to the Latin graduate in the top 1(} per cent of
terms cum laude, magna cum his class. I thought it was a good
laude and summa cum laude. idea at first but I got talked out of
These changes will become ef- it."
- Tolin is pleased with the change
fective once the proposal is apand said that it will help to .
proved by the Facul~y Senate.
re-value honors recognition for
Schliesman said the reason for
students.
changing to the Latin terms is
UW employs a policy that no
mainly for convenience and that
more
than ·10 per cent of the
most state supported schools are
using the commonly used Latin graduating class graduates with
honors. Unlike Schliesman's prohonor terms.
Central and Eastern are the posal, there are no fixed grades for
only state supported schools not a student to work for or know if he
is within the honor range.
using the Latin honor terms.
The only changes the Latin
Approved by the Undergraduate Council last week, the terms would cause would be the
listings in the catalog and the
proposal would raise the minimum
typing of the new honor on
GP A by 1977 to 3.4 cum laude, 3.6
transcripts .
magna cum laude and 3.8 summa
Schliesman is in the process of
cum laude.
writing a letter to the Faculty
Philip Tolin, chairman of the
Senate proposing the use of the
Undergraduate Council, said at
Latin honor terms. He will be
first he was in favor of ·giving transmitting the decision of the
honors to only the top 10 per cent
Undergraduate Council and their
of a graduating_class as it is done ideas_to the Faculty Senate,

FOR FOOD WITHOUT PRESERVATIVES
TRY
BETTER LIFE NATURAL FOODS
111 WEST SIXTH

925-2505

"get loose in the caboose" and
dance with LeRoy
Remember
Thursday is Ladies Night
Dine in Ellensburg's fine
IRON HORSE RESTAURANT
Canyon Road
925-9801
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Random room concept
now reality at Davies

ROTC looking for students

A few years ago, Central's male and female on-campus residents were
Air Force Reserve Officer
separated by dorm assignments. What was worse, · because of the
stringent penalties involved, the separation rules were seldom broken. Training Corps at Central is a two- Later, as thmgs became a llttle less rigid, the co-ed concept was year program specifically designed
implemented and men and women were allowed to live under the same to complement the student's academic major. The program allows
roof, St:'parated by wings, floors or suites.
Early this year the people of Davies Hall, a three-floor dorm in the a student to pur~ue his interest,
Basetti Complex, decided the separate floor co-ed plan didn't meet their if he has two years of college
needs and took it upon themselves to do something about it. After five remaining, and earn a commission
months of work, they submitted a proposal to housing requesting ·a at the same time.
According to Col. Charles
change whereby men and women could have rooms next door to one
·
another.
Greenwood, head of ROTC at
The administration liked the idea and a few days ago, the "random Central, applicants to the program
room" concept became a reality.
must first pass a written examinaWhy bother to change the system? According to Davies Manager Mike tion and an Air Force physical
Huph, separate floors create misconceptions. To . see a member of the examination. If they successfully
opposite sex, one must make an. expedition "up to the girls' floor" or complete both, they then attend a
"down to the guys' floor." It's hard to understand members of the six-week training session at one of
opposite sex as people first when foreign territory must be invaded. several Air Force bases around
Under such a system it's impossible to go see someone--one instead must · the country.
go see a man or a woman; Huph said.
"There is no obligation whatsoThe new arrangement designates Davies' second and third floors as ever," Col. Greenwood said, "until
random room floors. First floor, separated by the lobby, is divided the stude1.t returns to school the
according to sex on each side, providing for those not interested in living · following year." At that time,
1
in the new situation. Ideally, there will be a 50-50 split .between men and should the student decide to enter
women on the co-ed floors. This quarter, since residents are already the ROTC program and receive a
established in their rooms, men and women willing to move will simply commission ($100 per month), the
trade with one another.
Air Force asks that he obligates
Then, next fall, when assignments are made again, the plan w111 be himself to four years of active
fully implemented.
service after graduation.
Many other schools, notably UW, have had random room dorms for
In the past, particularly during
some time and have reported good results. A UW student who lived in the Vietnam era, the Air Force
one said, "It is practically impossible to maintain unrealistic attitudes was looking for a large number of
about the opposite sex when you see them as they are. No more pilots. Recently that demand has
unrealistic dreams; one is left with no choice but to make friends with dropped off, so that the largest
real people."
number of people needed in the
ROTC program are those interested in non-flying positions such as
engineering and science-related
·positions.
The pay is good. A graduate of
The Institute of International or its equivalent before the begin- ROTC in a non-flying job enters .
Education has announced the offi- ning date of the grant and, in most active duty as a second lieutenant
cial opening of the 1977-78 compe- cases, will be proficient in the with a salary of $10,076 per year.
tition for grants for graduate language of the host country. If a graduate is selected to enter
study or research abroad in aca- Except for certain specific awards, the ellensburg warehouse
demic fields and for professional candidates may not hold the PhD
402 s~uth
training in the creative and per- at the time of application. Graduama.in
forming arts. It is expected that ting seniors may apply for these
approximately 550 awards to 50 grants.
Creative and performing artists
countries will be available for the
are not required to have a bache1977-78 academic year.
The purpose of these grants is to lor's degree, but they must have
for the super look
increase mutual understanding be- . four years of professional study or
tween the people of the United equivalent experience.
Selection is based on the acaStates and other countries
and/or professional record
demic
through the exchange of persons,
the
·applicant,
the validity and
of
knowledge and skills. They are
feasibility
of
the
proposed study unique gifts 962-9442
provided under the terms of the
Mutual Educational and Cultural plan, the applicant's language
Exchange Act of 1961 (Fulbright- - preparation and personal qualifiHays Act) and by foreign govern- cations. Preference is given to
~
ments, universities and private candidates who have not had prior
opportunity for extended study or
donors.
residence abroad.
Applicants must be US citizens
Information and application
at the time of application, who will forms may be obtained from Dr.
generally hold a bachelor's degree W. Clair Lillard.

flight school, upon completion of
training he receives .$11,276 per
year.
The list of benefits is too lengthy
to tally, but it includes such items
as a one-month paid vacation
annually, free medical and dental
care (no limit), free travel on Air
Force jets, liberal retirement plan
at 20 years, Master's and PhD
degree education progr~ms, and

COL. CHARLES GREENWOOD

Grant competition opens for

research, study abroad

$20,000 life insurance for $3.40 .pe1
month. Also included, of course, is
free room and board.

As an active member of ROTC
at Central, the student attends
corps training sessions once a
week. After completing the' introductory six-week sessjon, there is
no further training until _after
graduation. At the training sessions, guest speakers from the Air
Force, Office of Scientific Intelligence and other factions of the
military come and describe their
jobs to.the ROTC members.
"At all times," Col. Greenwood
said, "we try to provide the
student with information on any
and all jo~s he might be interested
in. It is, first and foremost; always
the student's choice as to which
field in the Air Force he wishes to
enter."
.If you have two years of school
left,. and would like to learn more
about the ROTC program at
Central, the office telephone number is 963-2314.

STEPPING IN STYLE
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The k:i ng Of rodeo sports

IN TROUBLE--Jim Van Winkle found Jim Dandy a ton of trouble. He escaped with minor injuries.

HE MADE IT--Doug Vertegen was one of
the few bullriders to stay on.

WHO'S RIDING WHO--Bullrider Dan Dennis got into trouble riding
Easv Money. Dennis escaped with a few bruises.

Bull riding is the t6ughestevent in rodeo. lttokes
couroge--ond plenty of it! Lost weekend-the
Central Rodeo Club sponsored a rodeo featuring
professional stock. Few cowboys were able to
beat the bulls.

SIX

CAMPUS CRIER

BROKEN COWBOY-·Glen Darby got hung up on Jiggs and ~prained
his collarbone. He was treated at Kittitas Valley Memorial Hospital
and released.
·
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Abortion: What's the real cost?
abortion was not as accepted
because of their complexity and
as it is today, she suggested. required hospitalization.
"Most women go to Yakima,"
Abortion is still a controversial
Lygre explained that abortions
issue for many people. Despite can be performed legally up Lygre explained. "It's much clos·e r
eifor,ts by anti-abortion factions, through the fifth month of preg- and simpler. It involves ari afterpublic acceptance .of the simple nancy. She said the operation can noon--an hour to drive , over, an
operation has contil).ued to grow; be done in a hospital or clinic for hour in the clinic and an hour to
For many, it has b~come a common . · terminations · up tG the twelfth drive back."
fact of life. .
· · week of pregnancy. From 14 to 20 Yakima has been ranked as hav-..
According -io Laurae Lygre, weeks, it'should be performed in a ing the ninth highest number of
per capita abortions in the counpublic health nurse at Family hospital.
Planning, many of the women she
According to Lygre, the stage of try. Proctor explained that the
has counseled are unemotional pregnancy determines what abor- ranking "is not a realistic .figure"
about.ha ving an abortion. "Usually tion method a physician should because most women who come to
they want to go, get it over with ' U:se. -Up to 12 weeks, -physicians the clfoic are not from Yaki.ma~
Proctor is only at the clinic on
and forget about it," she ex- perform what is called a suction
plained. "After it's over, they just abortion. Lygre· commented that Mondays and does an average of
say they thought it was fine. I this is the most common method 20 to 25 abortions on that day. The
really think it's so common used. It involves cleaniilg out. the rest of the week he practices in
now that .it's not as much of an uterine contents with a vacuum Bellevue.
The. actual abortion procedure,
emotiom~.l experience."
mechanism.
Although abortion may be comAn alternative to the suction . Proctor explained, takes less than
mon in many cities, numbers method is dilation and curettage 10 minutes. He said there is
indicate Ellensburg is not one · (D and C). This method involves generally very little, if any, pain or
of them. Since last October just scraping the uterine wall and discomfort. If there is cramping,
under 40 women have wished to requires hospitalization. Lygre he said, it lasts only a very short
terminate th }ir pregnancies rath- . warned that there has been some time. Most often, Proctor comer than carry them to full ·term. · evidence which indicates that D mented, . the. "girls feel no
Lygre observed that this number and Cs could affect future preg- great discomfort. Some don't even
remember the procedure."
seems small considering the col- nancies.
lege population.
Saline abortions are done beThe staff at the clinic works
Most of Lygre's clients are tween the fourteenth and twenti- to'lYard making the clinic atmoscollege students between the ages eth week of pregnancy, explained phere "warm and non-judgmenof 18 and 22. "Abortion usually is - Lygre. She added that hospitali- tal," said Proctor. Women generalnot on~ of the options · for older zation is required because the ly react positively to this atmoswomen," she explained. This could method involves inducing labor phere. The biggest percentage .of
women handle the experience
be because older women were and delivery.
brought up bi a time when
One final method of abortion is well, he noted. 'Some women,
called menstrual extraction.. Lygre Proctor explained, have a problem
explained, "It is essentially the with second thoughts and guilt
same as a suction abortion except feelings, but frequently women
it's done early, before a pregnancy who come to the clinic "hold the
t~st can tell you for sure you're
pregnancy to be a mistake which
pregnant. It can be done a~ early can be corrected;"
·: .
~s a week: afteryou've missed your
If :women desire, they. .can have
David Wasser
·period!'
. :ati abortion in Ellensburg at the
Photo Editor: .
Although abortions ·can be doae · . .Kittitas Valley C~mn'funity HospW
,
F'aul F~idl~nd
· through the twentieth ·, wee.~ of al. ·· Melva Schmit, ,,!;tiirector -. of
Associot~ Newi Editors:
·
Jackie Humphries
·:
·p regnancy' l:!ygre ~d, wo111en . nurses, explained that the hospital
Jane Snyder
showd get. it done ' as . 's068~ as pertortn'.s suction .abortions and ·.Q
Copy Editor: ,.
.possible. "The earlier the opeta- "and .Cs~ They requite · about :'a:Il
Janet Dugan
tion is performed, the less risk ~igbt~hour stay in'thtf h&spital, ·sh'e
. Associo'te Copy Editor:
B~ckil-lolland
there is· to the · woinan~" _After .12 said;'·",;,..
· . · .. ,.......·.,......· '" . . ·:'
· Men's Sports Edit~r:
· weeks, the .number .of deaths
Sebmit mentioned' :tb'at few'
1
Andy Kissling
. resUlting from .abortion jumps . women . get abO.rtiOns here· · .ip
w·omen's Sport,s Editor:
· from 4 out of 100,000 tO 37 oat of Ellensburg. "It's much 'cheaper t9
Vicki Simpson
Entertainment Editor:
100,000.
go somewhere else/' she_ explain:
Bob Wheatley
·
When a woman ·has gone ed.
Advertising Manager :
Linda Turner
through Family Planning for pregLygre said -women ge~erally ha;e
Advertising Soles:
nancy testing, she is asked to · gotten pregnant because "they
Mory Brummett
participate in a counseling session, · have not used the method of birth
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Reporters:
Lygre .· explained. At these ses- control effectively and accurately,
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sions, she said she goes over three or 'they're not using anything at
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options for dealing .with ·the preg- all.'" There is a common it's-notRandall Dodd,
nancy. They can haye the baby and going-to-happen-to-me kind.of attiPam Whitener
keep it, . give the baby up · for tude which has helped to .get many
Troy Monholland
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adoption, or get an abortion. women i:nto this unwanted situa"
. Paula Romeo
"Some of them know then what tion, she said.
"Becky Per!Oie
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• Sue Henderson
they want · to do," Lygre comAfter an abortion, birth control
Production:
mented. "If they choose abortion, I is ·recommended to women who
Debbe Mae Mississippi-Sagor
Pammy Sue Whitener
· go through the requirements and have ·not used _any previously,
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procedure with them."
explained Lygre. Unfortunately,
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Often physicians require some "some say they're not going to get
. Mork Bender
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proof of pregnancy, explained into tlQs ,situation again-." Lygre
Mike Dupille
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Mary Daily
living with her husband is re- realize is without some form of
Luanne Shoemaker
quired to have written consent contraceptive the ·situation often
Donna Gre·en
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does repeat itself.
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According to Lygre, there are
Many times .a woman's religion
Bu~iness Manager:
doctors in Renton, Seattle, Wen- influences her decision of whether
Steve Holm
atchee and Yakima who are listed or not to have an abortion .
.The newspaper of CentralWashington
State Colle.ge published weekly during
with Family Planning and perform
Almost all religions either have
the academic year-except registration.
abortions.
no ·official policy on abortion or
vacation and the final week of each
quarter."iews e'xpressed are those of
Lygre said Dr. Merton Proctor they condemn it as one of the most
students,staffandeditors not necessarily
of
the Proctor Medical Clinic in serious sins.
of Central Washington State College'.
Advertising material presented does not
Yakima charges the lowest fee in
The Baptist and Episcopalian
imply endorsement. Mail subscriptions
the state--$75 for a suction abor-. religions are among those that
price: $1 per quarter or $3 per year
tion. The other physicians' fees have no definite policy on abortion.
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Ellensburg, WA 98926 . Second doss
range from $80 to $150 for suction
One minister said the church
postage paid, Ellensburg, WA 98926
abortions. She added that saline . leaves the subject up the indiviabortions can cost up to $400 dual. "Uthey talk to me about it.''
by MARCI BAKER

he explained, "I will not tell them
where I stand on the subject.
Ultimately, they have to live with
their own decisions.''
Another minister said, "I feef
they have· the freedom of choice,
but I would recommend adoption
rather . than abortion."
The Mormon' and Catholic
churches are, on the other hand,
totally opposed to abortion, even
in such cases as rape or incest.
Members of these faiths b-elieve
that life begins at the point of
conception; therefore, deliberate
termination of a pregnancy is
murder.
,
Spencer W. Kimble, President of
-the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints said, "Abortion
must be considered one of the
most revolting and sinful practices
in this day. To interfere with any
of the processes in the procreation
of offspring is to violate one of the
most sacred of God's commandments--'to multiply and replenish
the earth.' "
- The Rev. Seamus Kerr, pastor of
St. Andrews Church Rectory, _

agreed with Kimble by sayif!g
abortion "is a very serious siri.:·t t
goes directly against the fifth
commandment. It's considered
murder, one of the most serious ·
crimes and sins."
Kimble and Kerr both said that
members of their churches found
guilty of havi~g an abortion are
subject to excommunication.
Members of the Catholic church
are working along with su~h
organizations as the NatiOrial
Right to Life Committee (NRLC)
to change the present abortion
law. They are working toward
getting ·a Constitutional amend~
ment passed which would nullify
the Supreme Court's 1973 decision
allowing abortion.
:
Proctor said he doubts these
groups will have much success in
r-eversing the ,law. "It's ·m y
impression the general public is 'in
favor of abortion.'' He conclude4;
"It's not a matter of decid~hg
whether abortion is right · 01~
wrong. It's a matter of having the
right to make the decision your~
self."

Opinio· n,~;,
•

·);1~i~.
by DAVID PAYSON

:;:·~.'.-~t.;

Rising at an average of fi~e to nine per cent a ye~r. the cost of a eQU~· 'e
educittiori is fast becoming . .prohibitive. A student at . Centraf~ r· ,-· :
example, now pays in the "neighborhood of $2,800 annually for his.Q
'...
edueatron ar,id.next .Year that figure will swell even higher, espec"'
the proposed tuition increase .i s· approved. Students who must re
state::., aD'«Hederal loans tQ Jinan~. their colle~e educations are fi ·
thaftliese programs are o(t_~n unable to meet the costs ..Parents t
.feeling the pinch. A Univer~ity . of Michigan study shows tha . . . ·
ave~~ American family may be paying as much· a8 one-third:<)~-~~ ·
incoi,neto pµtits children th:rough college.
· "·::~JL,~~1:\·:
F~d with these spiral~ng cost Increases in education, today's c''.
students must ask themselves,iHhey are getting their money's ¥/ ,·, .. ·
Many .()f tb'e latest studies indicate that they are not. A college educa,tfbrf
today_does not promise nearly as much as it did 15 years ago. We·::ar~
getting less for more--much ~ess. For example, a 1976 college graduite
will be iriaking less money in real terms than his or her ·predecessoi:<d,i~
in l969. And that is assuming today's graduate is lucky enough ,,'Qr,
talented enough to find a job. That is the real trick for the coll~ge ·
graduate these days--finding a job.
''·:;·+·
Gone are those days when a college sbeepskin guaranteed you woU,ld
"live happily ever after" ·with a secure job and 3: house in the suburb's.·
The 1976 nation-wide crop of college graduates will number an estimated
976,000, a new record. These graduates will be seeking employment .ln ·~a job market that is already saturated in most fields. A College Placement
Council survey of employers indica~es a five per cent decline in hiring
this year compared with last. And 1975 was one of the worst yearsj~n
· record! This all adds up to pretty bleak stuff, to be sure.
, -~
What is the .solution to this academic dilemma? Well, there is none~~at .
least none that is guaranteed to work. The College Placement Council
suggests that we try to fashion a well-rounded academic program that
will appeal to our prospective employers. This program, they say, should
include a solid foundation of business courses ana the like to complement
our less-alluring majors. In other words, if your major is within, say; the
liberal arts field, which is currently the worst area to be in (from an
employment point of view), you should take som~ business courses to
enhance your prQspects of finding a job. This, of course, is easier said
than done and not always practical. There ar·e plenty of us who are n9t
business oriented, whose interests lie in other directions. Are · we to
dilute our curriculums with subjects in which we have no interest in
pursuit of the almighty buck? Yes, we are, evidently, ·if we want those
jobs. Well, we disagree.
f
·
The .best advice we have heard for the student on dealing with the
modern college dilemma is this: to thine own self be true. Educate
yourself in the areas where your real interests and talents lie and worry
about your employability later. Chances are, in the long run, you will be
better off--and happier. But in the meantime, be prepared to pay your
way. It is going to cost you nothing but money.

Dean on Nixon et al.:'Theywanted:me to write a fairy tale, to lie.'
by GAYL CUR1'ISS
EDITOR

his office who would fit well into such a position. The man's
name was G. Gordon Liddy.
Liddy was the man who devised the Watergate break-in,
which was just a portion of a huge intelligence plan. The
entire plan called for the· break-in of Daniel Ellsberg's
psychiatrist's office, the bugging of news reporters, a
break-in at t_he Brookings Institute, the possible use of
prostitutes at the Democratic Convention in Miami for
black-mail purposes and other acts of sabotage.
Dean explained Liddy "was doing what he thought was
expected of him. The plan had to be big and adventurous,
Liddy thought, to get high level approval.
"I never thought Attorney General John Mitchell would
approve such a plan," Dean flatly stated, "but he had to
have, or the whole thing never would have happened."·

"I knew what I was doing, I knew I was breaking the
law," said convicted felon John Dean about his participation in the Watergate cover-up. "But I was very ambitious
and I wanted to make a good impression and I was doing
my damndest to do so. I would have done anything to
impress President Nixon."
It was in the spring of 1973 when millions of Americans
watched with disbelief as John Wesley Dean III told the
Ervin Committee the truth about Watergate. He told the
Senate Committee about the involvement of the President
and his top aides in the biggest political scandal in our
history. Now, three years later, John Dean has remained in
the public eye and is still feeling the repercussions of his
involvement.
The round black spectacles that became so familiar
during the hearings have been replaced with modern-looking wire-rimmed glasses. He is tan, obviously healthy and
impeccably dressed in a blue tailored suit. He looks older
than his 36 years and the tension of those tumultuous
Watergate days shows in the stress lines around his eyes.
And when one talks with him, one begins to wonder why a
man so soft spoken and friendly, who flashes such a warm
smile, could be involved with anything as monstrous as
Dean went on to say, "I told the attorney general that
Watergate.
the plans 'went a little far' and that I didn't like what I had
Dean, who recently visited Central Washington ~tate
seen. He looked at me and smiled and then said I would not
College in Ellensburg, reflected on those days and times of
have to be a part of the plans."
.
Watergate.
·
The former counsel then went to Haldeman and said of
"If you worked in the White House you were rarely told
the plan,"I think Liddy's plan is crazy. I have a bad reaction
what to do, you were just expected to do it. You had to be a
to it."
self-starter and work well on your own," Dean explained.
After the break-in and the capture of the Watergate
"That is-what caused a lot of the problems. There wjisn't - burglars, Dean said his importance seemed .to grow in the
one person who knew what everyone else was doing.
White House.
"The word came to me in an April 1971 memo from Bob
"On June 19, two days after the break-in, everyone
started to call me. Ehrlichman and Colson called, and later
Haldeman. The President wanted the best political
intelligence gathering mechanism ever had by any
Jeb Stuart McGruder phoned, calling the break-in 'a tough
candidate," Dean said. "The President didn't want the riots
public relations problem.' •
and demonstrations of the 1968 Democratic Convention in
"Ehrlichman asked me to talk to Liddy and find out just
Chicago to happen to him. He wanted to know everything
what was going on," said Dean, "and I did. Liddy told me
that was being planned by any political group that could
the whole story.
possibly affect the Republica11 Convention."
., "At this point," Dean explained, "I did what any
Haldeman decided the best way for the president to have
attorney would do, I got as much information together
this intelligence information was to have an intelligence
about the break-in as was possible. But I was scared. I
counselor. Haldeman then contacted Dean to see if he had
knew if this was discovered Nixon would not be re-elected
any ideas as to who could possibly fill this position. Dean,
in 1972.
at the initial call, said he did not.
"I can't tell you when I crossed the line, when I began to
Later, Dean talked to Egil "Bud" Krogh about this
break the law," he said in a quiet voice, "and as a lawyer I
should. All I know is that my he~d was very swollen from
counsel position._ Krogh said there was a man working in

all this sudden attention and importance that was being
showered on me and I lost my head.
''There was a time when the President could have
stopped the cover-up. All he would have had to do. was say
to the American public, 'Look, these guys did this without
my approval' and then turn the matter over to a grand
jury. It would have been rough, but he would have retained
the Presidency," Dean explained. "But he wouldn't,
because to do so, would have meant turning in a close
friend, Joh l\Utchell, and he couldn't do that. That is the
' ~
main reason 'Nixon supported the cover-up plans."
Dean said he "was convinced Nixon knew about the
break-in as soon as it had happened.
"He knew so much more than I thought he did," stated ,. ,,. ,_
Dean, "but I have read all of the transcripts 'of the tapes,

.

"I never thought Attorney General John Mitchell would
approve such a plan," Deai:i.flatly stated, "but he had to
have, or the whole thing never would have happened."
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even the <mes that have not as yet been publicly released,
a,nd with all the information I was privy to, I have never
found any evidence that Richard Nixon ordered the
break-in or knew about it before it happened. I do not ...: "~ ·
believe there will be any evidence . ever found to prove
otherwise."
·
_,.,... "
Dean's fall from grace with the president came from the ,'-- -- ''•
now famous but non-existent Dean Report. Dean
explained, "I was in San Clemente in August of 1972, in my
~-~ -.<1
hotel room watching a presidential press conference,
sitting on my bed while doing some work for Haldeman. I L" -~
was sort of half-way watching what was going on when a
reporter stood up and asked the President if a special
prosecutor was going to be appointed to investigate the
break-in. Nixon explained to the reporter there was no. ~·
need because his aide, John Dean, had investigated the ..._'..
matter and had issued a report on the break-in. The
President said my report satisfactorily explained to him
what had happened, Well, I almost fell off my bed,. There
was no Dean Report and this was the.first I had ever heard
of• it.''
Press secretary Ron Ziegler was beleagured with ...... - -requests from the press to see this report. Ziegler
.... _
approached Dean and told him the President wanted him ...
to write such a report.
"I resisted the idea of writing a report, for to write it c.,.
would have helped remove the guilt from Haldeman,
Ehrlichman and Mitchell," Dean said.
"f met with the president and told him a report of this
nature would not be a good idea because I would tell the
truth. It would mean indictments for me. Mitchell, ~
Haldeman Ehrlichman and others. He told me to forget
~ .I
about writing the report," the former counsel explained.
Dean learned later that Ehrlichman had en.:ouraged
Nixon to order Dean to write the report. When Dean and
the president met again, Nixon told Dean he wanted the· ,"'-' - <
report prepared.
"They wanted me to write a fairy tale, to lie," Dean said. ..-"'...
"What do you want me to write, Mr. President?" Dean
asked. "You know, John," the President responded. Dean
never wrote the report.
.- ;
"I knew I had done a host of criminal activities, including .,.
obstructing justice. And now I knew, deep down insidi, .,... - .
this cover-up was never going to work," he said.
Dean says the end of the road for the cover-up was when
•
E. Howard Hunt asked Dean for $120,000 in hush money.• •·
"I knew then," he explained, "that the cover-up was not
going to work and it was the end of my involvement."
In Marth of 1973 Dean approached the president and
told him there was a "cancer growing on the presidency"
and that Nixon should do something about it.
"The President wasn't really listening to me, and it was
then I realized that I had never reaily known just how ~
much about Watergate the president really knew." he - _ _ stated.
The last meeting Dean had with the President was April
15, 1973. It was at this time Dean told the President, "I ~
hope this doesn't result in your impeachment."
, ,.. '_, _
Dean said, "He thought about it for a moment and then
said, 'That's all right John, we're taking care of '
~
everything.' "
Testifying before the Ervin Committee on Watergate
was a trying experience for Dean.
"It wasn't pleasant testifying against my friends and
smearing the name of the President," he said quietly.
,MAY 13; 1976
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After the hearings, Dean was sentenced to one to ·four
years by Judge Johi;i. Sirica for obstruction of justice. Dean
said of his prison stay, "It wasn't the country club the press
made it out to be. Besides, it isn't the place where you are
incarcerated, it is the fact you have lost your freedom that
gets to you."
Dean called for reform of the prison system and also for
reform in the courts. He said there are too many
discrepancies in sentencing.
"Our criminal justice system isn't working," h~ said.
"I was an obstructor of justice who helped others to break
the law, ,and yet a student I know of was sentenced to 10
years in prison for possession of one and three-quarters
ounces of mariJuana!"
Dean was in prison when Ford pardoned Nixon. He said
of the pardon,"It just wasn't what he had done as President
he was pardoned for' he was let off from all the wrong tax
dealings he was involved in. They were just erased. The
opportunity for revelation by Nixon was lost. Ford oould
have stipulated Nixon would have to explain all of his
· Watergate involvement to get the pardon, but he didn't. I
thought that was wrong. Ford should have asked him,
'What in the hell was going on?', but he didn't, and that
really bothers me."
Dean was released from prison after having served only
four months.
Dean said he has not talked to Haldeman, Ehrlichman or
Mitchell since the hearings. "And no," he laughed, "I
haven't received any calls from Nixon."
He explained · that each of the t.h ree had received
sentences from two and one-half ta.eight vears in orison.
When asked about whether he thought they felt any
guilt, "I think Ehrlichman knows he did wrong, but he
can't admit it publicly. Haldeman on the other hand, hasn't
accepted his guilt. He is convincep what he did was for the
good of the country."
Dean likened Haldeman to Robin Hood and said, "They
both had good motives, but in the end Robin Hood was still
a thief. Good motives don't make breaking the law right.
"Mitchell," he said, "knows he is guilty as hell."
Dean has almost completed writing his own account of
Watergate. The book, which is being published by Simon

and Schuster, will be released in January.
"After I go on the obligatory promotional tour to sell the
book, !'would like to put Watergate on the shelf with my
book."
The loss of privacy and being t hrust into the spotlight
was very painful for Dean. "I am a very private person and
losing my privacy was the worst part of the hearings," he
commented. "There are times when I want to go into a
public place and I can't. I have to be the last passenger to
board a jet when everyone is strapped in or people rush at
me. If I sit in the open in a restaurant, people stare at me

throughout my meal. If my wife sends me to the grocery
store I am stopped every five feet and asked for . n
autograph. It is something I doubt I will ever get used to."
When asked if he believes the recent ROLLING STONE
story that named former CIA operative Robert Bennett as
Deep Throat, he replied, "I think he is an unlikely
candidate. I think it had to be someone higher, but honestly
I don't know. All I do know is that I am not Deep Throat."
Dean would not comment on who he was supporting in
this year's electio·n. But he did say of the candidates, "What
difference does it make anyway. All you see are his teeth
and smile or hear how he talks, but it really doesn't matter
anyway. They are going to say what you want to hear, they
have to, to get elected. You can have only a visceral
reaction to each candidate.
Dean believes the presidency changes the man a great
deal, but the man changes the presidency very little.
When asked what his feelings about Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger were, Dean said. "He is bright, able,
shrewd and c~pable. He has a wonderful ego and is very
sensitive to criticism. But, you can't expect your leaders to
be anything but men."
The once. zealously ambitious Dean has mellowed with
the experiences of Wat ergate. He says his only salvation
was his decision early in his involvement never to lie. He
said his decision to tell all in the Ervin Committee. meetings
was a hard one to make, but h~ said it was his only
salvation.
"I can look at myself in the mirror when I shave."
The disbarred lawyer has turned to writing to support
·himself. Besides his pending _non-fiction work, he has
written three novels under a pseudonym .and has sold a
screen play to Movie-of-the-Week.
Concluding the interview, Dean said he has learned an
important lesson from Watergate. "I wouldn't cross the
line into illegal activities anymore to please anyone. I
wouldn't do anything unethical anymore. It is too
important to sit on the right side of the law."
Dean warned politically ambitious people, "I hope that
all the ambitious people don't let happen to them what I let
happen to me. I hope they keep their heads together."

More Exciting Stereo, ~or Less Money.!
Impossible? No. Read.on·!
The a/I-new Advent( 3 speaker brings really high
quality s-tereo into lower price-ranges than were
ever before possible. Its long-throw woofer and
specially designed tweeter give the 13 the natural
sound and tonal balance for which Advents are famous.
This astonishing speaker actually comes within a half
octave of matching the extended bass respon~e of its
larger Advent relatives!

ADVE'T •
SONY

The Sony TA-1066 integrated amplifier has more
than enough power for the Advents. It has enough
inputs and outputs to take care of a II your needs,
including switching for twb sets of speakers and
front-panel deck-to-deck copying. Its wood cabinet is
included at no extra charge:
The smooth, reliable Garrard 440-M turntable, with
base, cover and Pickering cartridge, completes th is
we'll-balanced system. Fora system that sounds so good,
you might well expect to pay even more than the full
retail price, $381. Nothing doing! Our employees are
instructed to accept only $319. What you do with the rest
of your money is your problem l

List.$381; OUR
P-RICE_$319
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,L iquid Silver Jewelrg

Red Root Coral - Jade
Jasper
Tiger eye
Mother of Pearl
Persia·n Turquoise
Kingman Turquoise
Coral wI Mother of Pearl f ~tish

Persian Turquoise w/Mother of Pearl Fetish
Sterling Silver Seagull.

Speeial

6.95

· Matching Bracelets - 3.95

·*Also Money Saver Pharmacy 925-3_'133
Hours: Mon -Fri 9-7, Sat. 9-6

Closed Sunday
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"dances for the city~

Hound Dog Taylor's
third release catches Orches is to perform concert
energy, wit, 'raunch'

trying something a little different. cause it's such a wide subje~t. So
All the dances, she said, will b¢ an much can be· incorporated into it."
There will be 14 different dance
expression of one central theme.
Members of Orchesis, an all- The city was selected to be that routines in the show, said Blackcampus · ·modern dance organiza~ theme.
well. The dances will express such
tion, are putting the finishing
Blackwell explained that in past themes as "18th Ave~ue," "Traftouches on their spring concert · performances, Orchesis choreo- fic," and "Neon."
dance routines. ·
Blackwell explained that Orchegraphed their dance routines beThis year's performance is en- fore they decided on a central sis is made up of students from
titled "Pedestrioso--Dances for the theme and then created dances to diff~rent departments who are
City." It is scheduled to be express that theme.
interested in dance. There are
, pre-s ented May 18-21at8:30 pm in
Instead of a "hodge-podge" of currently about 25 members, she
Barge Hall's Three Penny Play- routines, Blackwell continued, · commented, who possess "a "'1de
house. Admissio11 i~ free.
Orchesis hopes to present a more variety of skill.levels which range
Armina Blackwell, president of flowing concert where each perfor- from professional aptitude to no
Orchesis, explained the dancers · mance fits together with the rest. previous dance experience."
are especially excited about this
According to- Blackwell, the
"We chose the city as the
performance because they are theme," explained Blackwell, "be- dancers work hard all spring
·
·
quarter creating _dances and perfecting them in order to put on a
good show. "That's the whole
•
thing," she said, "but we're also
having fun."
.
In the past, Blackwell said, the
May is music month and that 1920's, country western and gospel spring concert has drawn a full
distinction is pointed up by the
~vents scheduled later in the house every night. "People really
schedule of activities to be offered month include Jazz Nite, May 21, 8 enjoy the show," she commented.
by Central's Music Department in pm in McConnell; Wayne S. Hertz
This year the program will
the coming weeks.
Music Festival, May 23, 4 pm at "shift from dark to light, humorous
The Central Swingers, a vocal Grace Episcopal Church; and, to serious with enough contrast to
group under the direction of Madrig!ll Spriny Concert, May 25 tickle everyone's fancy."
Barbara Brummett, will perform
Friday and Saturday, May 14 and
OPEN 6:45 925-9511
15, at 8 pm in Hertz Hall with a
LIBERTY rheatre
program entitled "Melodies and
Shows At 7:00 & 9:20
Memories." Four different "pop"
styles will be-featured, including a
folk medley, vaudeville of the
by MARCI BAKER

by ROB MATES
KCWS Manager

Climax Blues Band
A Lot of Bottle
Sire SASD-7518

Hound Dog Taylor and the House
Rockers
Beware of the Dog
A Lot of Bottle is a re-releasing
Alligator 4707
. of older material by Climax Blues
Band. The original recordings are
Although this is their third from 1970.
album, this is the first to capture
Although the music is six years
the non-stop energy, spontaneous old, it's not dated. It is raw--but
humor and unadulterated raunch some of the best rhythm and blues
of Hound Dog Taylor and the has been on the raunchy side. One
House Rockers "live."
of the hottest cuts on the album is
Hound Dog Taylor died in
Willie Dixon's classic se.;enth Son.
December, 1975 of lung cancer The song is almost seven minutes
before the release of his first "live" long and four ·of those seven
album. He was a 59-year-old blues minutes are dedicated to an ultitraditionalist from Chicago. His . mately refreshing guitar solo that
m~sic marked the backbone of never quits.
what was to become the British
The rest of the material was
rock scene.
written by Climax. A nice variety
Taylor's music had the same of horns and slide guitar exists
sort of influence over Mick J aggar throughout. Climax Blues Band is
and Eric Bundon as did other great now-recognized for its jazz/blues
blues virtuosos--Willie Dixon, ·movem~nt; however this early
Jimmy Reed, Howlin' Wolf and the work marks the path of what we
late Sonny Boy Williamson.
now know as Climax Chicago (as -it
After working with a long series is known in England) or Climax
of ·sidemen, Hound Dog found Blues Band.
. guitarist Brewer Phillips and
A Lot of Bottle seems like an
drummer Ted Harvey. The three approprfate title--it is definitely a
of them stayed together 14 years, drunk man's blues.
getting tighter every year. .
It appears that Hound Dog
preferred a second guitar rather
than a bass, probably because of
the greater spe~d and variety it
could offer. Phillips is also a
jarring, funky lead guitar player
'8.nd with Hound Dog covering the
bass parts, Phillips' lead work
gave the band a second and
distinct voice.
The music evolving around his
last album contains a happy theme
throughout. I'm sure that's what
Hound Dog would have wanted.
Give Me Back My Wig, Hound
Dog's greatest hit, is a harddriving boogie with great lyrics,
Let's Get Funky is a Hooker-style
boogie that sets off Hound Dog's
unique style of rock-n-roll.
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'Cats prevail,
vvin Evco title
by DOUG HEIMBIGNER
With strong rallies in the late
innings of both games of a doubleheader, the Central Wildcats were
able to sweep a best-of-three
playoff series against. Eastern
Oregon and grab the Evergreen
Conference baseball title. The
'Cats defeated the Mounties 8-5,
and 11-7 in Friday's doubleheader,
played on Tomlir.son Field.
The Wildcats, with a 22-8 season
record and their third straight
EvCo crown, will meet LewisClark State in the District-1 NAIA
playoffs in Lewiston this weekend.
Central pitcher Mike Crandell
registered a complete game and
collected his sixth win against no
losses, as the Wildcats gained a
· come-from-behind victory. Central
opened up the scoring on a home
run by Tim Sund in the fourth. The
Mounties came back however and
tallied three runs in the fifth and
another score · in the &ixth to give
them a 4-1 lead and the Wildcats

I

I

Riggs, Kilpatrick go to nationals
Pam Riggs placed first in the
100 and 220 yard dashes to help
Central's women's track team
finish seventh in the Northwest
Regional Championships at Boise
last weekend.
Riggs ran the 100-ya:t=d -dash in
11.0 to tie the NCWSA regional
record and the 220-yard dash in a
24.25time.
SPC won the championships
with 149 points followed by U of
Oregon with 82, Oreg,on College of
f-----k'.fili~~·~--'11~SJ·ll'J'lnn

];',."' ~g,.

~LI.

TT

is a new school record and a
personal best.
· Nancy Watchie placed second in
the pentathlon ." with 2360 points
and number one 440-yard relay
team of Melanie Kiehn, Julie
Davis, Joanne Jordan and Riggs
placed third with a 49.5 time,
which is a new school record and a
oersonal best.
· "It was a good meet," said Jan
Boyungs, head coach. "We saw
some very fine competiton. Our
CTil"l<;: nid \:)Pry well "
oersona1 es .
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coming to bat. Central erupted for
four runs in the bottom of the sixth
to regain a slim 5-4 lead. Fielding
errors, a walk and singles by Stan
Renecker and Rick Mitchell accounted for the crucial Wildcat
runs.
Central came up with three
additional runs in the seventh on
two more Mountie errors, singles
by Mike Raker and Mitchell and a
sacrifice squeeze bunt by Ren- '
ecker. Eastern Oregon scored once
again in the eighth, but Central's
lead held for a 8-5 winning margin.
Although the Wildcats were
held to only five hits in the first
gam~. they exploded for 18 raps in
the second game and came out on
top, 11-7. Central jumped to a 4-0
lead scoring a pair of runs in each
of the second and fourth innings.
Eastern Oregon tied up with four
runs in the fourth frame, and took
the le~d when they scored twice in
the fifth. A lone Mountie score in
the top of the sixth gave Eastern
Oregon a 7-4 edge.
·
Down by three, the Wildcats
bounced back and took the lead for
good with a four-run barrage in
the bottom of the sixth. Mark
Kramer rapped out a two-run
triple and then scored on a single
by McDonald to set the score in
Central's favor at 8-7.
After holding the Mounties
scorele~s, the 'Cats padded their
lead with three more runs in the
seventh inning to give them a 11-8
· lead · which stood until the finish.
Reliever Kevin Zylstra took
over in the· fifth inning for Todd
\1./ yckoff and held .Eastern Oregon
to only one run the remaining four
innings. Zylstra allowed only three
hits and he was credited with the
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Women place 2nd in-Tourny j'BerryCupSaturdayj
The women's tennis team at
Central placed second in the
Eastern Area Qualifying Tournament at Whitman last weekend.
WSU won the championships
with 78 points while Central had
56, Eastern 27, University of
Montana 26, Montana State 23,
College of Idaho 12, Boise State 10
and Whitman 3.
The results for the 'Cats were:
in the first singles, Kari Hamilton
. lost to Leslie Green of Boise State
4-6, 1-6; Mary Andreotti placed
:Second in the second singles losing
to Anne Sugars of WSU 7-5, 3-6,

3-6; Rhonda Panattoni placed second in the third singles losing to
·Michelle Chauner of WSU 2-6, 6-7;
Jamie Hamilton placed third in the
fourth singles defeating Kathleen
Yapuhcich of Montana State 6-2,
6-4; Lynn Ishikawa won the fifth
singles by defeating Del,>ble Panat=
toni of WSU 2-6, 6-4, 7-5 and
Karen Paterson placed first in the
sixth singles by defeating Chris
Yost of WSY 6-3, 6-3.
The first doubles team of Panattoni and J. Hamilton lost to Tana
Sparks and Colleen McNamara of
U of Montana 7-5, 4-6, 2-6 while
Phone - 925-9134

the second doubles team of Andreotti and Pittman took first place by
defeating Chauner and Yost of
WSU 6-3, 6-3. The third doubles
team of K. Hamilton and Ishikawa
placed seco~d losing to K. Partlow
and J. Sherwood of WSU 4-6, 3-6.
Six out of the seven women on
the team qualified for the Northwest Championships Tournament
tomorro~ and Saturday.
The women who qualified are
Kari Hamilton, Rhonda Panattoni,
Mary Andreotti, Lynn Ishikawa, ·
Karen Paterson and Celeste
Pittman.
116 E. 4th Ellensburg

by KELLY RYAN
· An invasion of some 300 plus
heaving crazy beasts in striped
shirts will terrorize the quiet town
of Ellensburg this weekend for the
infamous, ever popular 6th annual
Strawberry Cup Invitational Rugby Tournament.
Various comparisions have been
made between soccer, football and
rugby. "Soccer," said a local
rugger snobbishly, "is a .gentleman's game played by beasts.
Football is a beastly game played
by beasts. But rugby is a beastly
game played by gentlemen."
Another Ellensburg rugger who
plays football for Central
commented on the comparisons
beh~-een the two sports. "Rugby is
a gr~at social sport, not a hate
sport like f~otball. Even Teddy

Roosevelt was down on football
because of its brutal and unsportsmanlike ways." The ·rugger took
another enormous swallow of beer
and continued, "In rugby you
fight, you are really brutal, tensed
up, banging heads, but after that
final whistle, no matter where you
are, in Canada, Portland or Timbuktu, · it ends up the same. The
winning team forms a double line
through which each member of the
losing team runs, shaking hands,
then the losing team lines up to
receive the winners.
The rugby reception, Moonlight
Ball, will be held Saturday night
and should be unique and entertaining if you haven't been to one
before. The tournament begins
May 15, Saturday at 9 am on
Tomlinson Field, behind the
Pavilion.

, Olympia Brewing Company , Olympia, Washington *OLY--ID
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n a world buffered by change. consider, diiidf"Wf!fjj~~
the unchanging church key..
A'.
On a fateful day in
October. 1919. Mac C.
Rosenfeld received Patent
# l .2fl0. 321 for it. A gleaming
symphony of spring steel. the
church key was used by three
generations of thirsty collegiate
Oly drinkers. Not until the twist-top
was its utility questioned. although the
discriminating Oly drinker will always
keep one t)n hand for rav-Stuhhies and
Oldtime bottles.
The desig'n of the church key hasn't
changed hcc1use it was made with skill.
ingenuity and simplicity. A great heer
doesn't change for many of the same
reasons . If it's Jone right going in. you'll
ha,·e an unchanging standard of quality.
Some things ne,·er change . Olympia
m· \'L' r \\' i 11.
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s20° 0 in Accessories
(or s20° 0· Discount)

GYM
SHORTS
~

50% polyester
50% cotton

·;~}

~~
19.95
*-converse

2 tone

V notch
8 colors

I
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Selected for use by the U:S. Olympic

·: qa

Team a~mthe
1976 Olympic
Games
Montreal.
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OUTDOOR PROGRAMS

call 963-3537 for further information.

FIRST AID COl"RSE OFFERED

HOUSEPLANT CLINIC

A standard course in first aid is scheduled
to be taught by Dorothy Purser starting
May 19 at 7 pm in Nicholson 117. The length
and number of sessions will be deterrmned
at the first class session.
The free course is open to anyone.
Instruction in cardio-pulminary resuscitation also is planned with the course.
First aid knowledge is required for
lifeguards and some other jobs by federal 1
law. You may save a life by knowing what !
or what not to do in an emergency, which i
_may happen anrwhere: anytime.
i
For more information contact Dorothy
Purser at 963-9451.

Is your plant sick? Bring it to the plant
clinic May 18. Class includes caring for
plants, potting plants and growing herbs
and sprouts. Speakers will be from The
Blue Eyed Grass.
' "Green Living," a three-park workshop
will be offered free of charge Tuesdays from
7-9:30 pm in Michaelson 223. Babysitting
will be provided at no charge.
Lesson I, May 11, "Making Rooms
Bloom." All are welcome to attend and
participate in: gathering and arranging
dried flowers, flower arranging, terrariums
and dish gardens, decorating with pots and
plants.

Lesson II, May 18, "Houseplant How-to."
Is your plant sick? Bring it to tht> plant
clinic May 18, 1976. Class includes: caring
for plants, potting plants, growillg herbs
and sprouts.
Lesson III, ·May 25, "The Epicurean
Backpacker." Come and join us as wt•
explore the epicurean delights of food for
· the trail: Wild plants, dehydrated and dried
foods, nutrition and your supermarket and
how to -pack it all on your back.
The workshop is sponsored' by the Homt•
. Economics Adult ~ducation Class of Cen . tral. For ·more 'information call Willa Dem•
' Powell at 963-1405.

Campfire Cooking and Singing
TENT 'N TUBE
Howard Scott will be offering a
free sample, "The Taneum Creek To help meet your recreational
Jamboree," May 15 for all students needs and financial ones too, the
SOCIOLOGY COLLOQUIM
and staff who like to cook over the Tent 'n Tube has designed several
A sociology colloquium will be held today
campfire and sing {featuring Scott "package deals" on equipment.
at 3 pm in Instructional Building 401.
on the harmonica). Sign up in the Deductions from the equipment in
Charles H. Hawkins will discuss "The
Degree of Sexual Intimacy." The theme of
Tent 'n Tube Rental Shop in the the package may be made at the
the discussion will be: What do people mean
SUB Monday through Friday noon same per item savings. A miniin speaking about "how far" a couple goes in
to 3 pm. Transportation is $1.25. mum of five items is necessary to
making lova? An unpublished paper on the
Vans will leave from the west qualify for - the reduced rate.
topic is available from Hawkins.
entrance of the SUB at 2 pm. Bring Additional equipment will be at
MODELS ON DISPLAY
your own food.
the regular rental rate. The offer
The
Department
of Facilities Planning
Canoeing Trip
is good through June 11. For more
Construction will have on display in the
Other results were: Crow in the and
Another free sample offered by information, contact th~ Tent 'n .
Central's men's tennis team
SUB Pit, scale models of the campus and
Outdoor Programs this quarter Tube . Rental ~hop at 963-3537; - · placed third- in the Evergreen fourth singles consolation losing to the proposed remodeling of McConnell
will be canoeing the Winchester Items mcluded m the-Backpackers
Conference Championships at Menke of Western 3-6, 2-6; while Auditorium. The public is invited to the'
Jerry Mahan- -defeating Charles showing tomorrow from 1-4:30.
Wasteway with Prof.. Jim Nyland- _ Pack~ge are: backpack, foam pad,
Cheney last weekend.
er, Saturday, May 22. This is a trip sleepmg bag, cleanmg charge, tent
Eastern won the Championships Black of Western in the fifth
MA TIING AND FRAMMING
·singles consolation 6-2, 6-0; and the
the beginner, the nature lover (four-ma? or dome), bleuet. stove,
and Western was second.
Mike
McKinley will be teaching Matting
or just the curious will not want to fuel camster, hobo cookset and
The 'Cats' results in the finals of third doubles team of Mahan and and Framing
in a workshop on Tuesdays
Tim
Forsyth
losing
to
an
Eastern
mi&s. Bri~g your camera, a sp.ck compass.
Prices included in
the championships were: Dennis
from 7-9 pm, May 11-June 1.
Sign up for any of the above workshops in
lunch and spare clothing. Trans- the Campers' _package are: .tent
Roberts second place · in the first duo 4-6, 3-6 and then defeating the
portation will be departing from (four-man or dome), sleeping bag,
singles losing to Wally Heindenson doubles team from Southern SUB 102 from 8-12 and 1-5, or call 963-1511.
Each workshop has a fee of $8 which
the west entrance of the SUB at 8 cleaning charge, Ian.tern, stove,
of Eastern 6-7, 2-6; Dick Bankhead Oregon in the consolation 6-3, 6-1.
includes materials.
placing second in the third singles
am and returning by 5 pm. Cost of four-man cookset or trail boss
'transportation is $1.25. Sign up in ·skillet, axe, shovel, bucket, foam
losing to Dan Yount of Eastern 4-6,
Olympia Brewing Company , Olympia. Washington *OL y• •'
the Tent 'n Tube Rental Shop or pad.
, · ·5-7; and the second doubles ~earn
of Ted Hollar and Al Crow placing'
ll~'.c thi~1gs :1cw_r change__ second losing to Stansifer and
First hmtcd at 111 1919 wtth a
Darwin Menke of Western 3-6, 5-3
patent
for "a tool
and 6-7.

Men's tennis team
third in conference

1

Recreation workshop
to -d ire ct students·

A recreation management ex'p ert of international experience
will be the principal speaker
during a three-day Leisure Services Weekend involving recreation
personnel from throughout the
state at Central May 14-16.
John Crompton, presently associate consultant with Loughborough Recreation Planning Consultants, Ltd. in Texas, will direct
two sessions at a Saturday workshop titled "The Business End of
Fun." Additionally, he will speak
at an awards banquet that night.
Sponsored by Central's Leisure
Services Program, the special
weekend is designed for recreation ·
program students, graduates of
the college and leisure service .
practitioners ·from various public
and private agencies.
The theme for the overall program is "Bloom'n Leisure." Included are several workshop presentations dealing with the "business" of recreation. A Professional
Day i~ set for Friday, May 14 to
enable current Central students to
meet and talk with recreation
program directors and supervisors
about leisure services careers.
In keeping with the theme, the
weekend will include a golf tourn-

ament for current and former
Central students and a special
gourmet breakfast and Yakima
River float trip for conference
participants.
The Saturday night banquet will
be highlighted by ceremonies to
present awards to outstanding
Central leisure services senior
students and to outstanding graduates.

s

Sp~Special

Tennis
Racquet
Re-Stringing
( & patch-work)

Phil Koester
963-2420
$8.00

ELLENSBURG TRANSFER
COM.PANY
Local & Statewide_Mo'v ina
S~mmer Storage Available
Gov't Approved Warehouse
Packing ond Crating ~
112 So. Railroad Avenue 925-2-a_o~

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS
AND
PARTS
/

603 North Main
925-5539

I

I

---

with which to open milk
and fruit canS:' the sleek
steel line of the classic
hccr hook haJ to await
the im·ention of the beer
can hy American Can in

1935.
When employee Dewey .
Sampson was detailed to invent
this penultimately functional tool. he
succeeded in uniting 30 years of thirsty
throats with the contents of millions of cans
of Oly_
It took skill and ingenuity and the result
.
just can't he improved upon _The same goes for Oly_
Some things never change _A great beer doesn't change _Ol ympi a never wi!L

®fk'mMJlP~ '
Beer doesn't get any better.

«>

Gem·in i Shirt
and Gift Shop
Featuring
Custom T-Shirt.s lettering
and
Springtime Paraphernalia

Bongs, Clips, Pipes
papers,925-3005
Gemini in the plaza

. ............................... ·.

,, ................. ·.......................................... •......................................... •· ................................·.... •

I07 · The Pizza-Place Rug_by Foo!ball Club .01 I
y

· 1

.' ~

:I

Wekomes _Ruggers from the Northwest to·t.he
6th Annual
.
_

1

.

Y!

· _Strawberry Cup ·& Moonlight Ball _· ·

...
....
·• ~Moonlight

.~

·

.

~

.
...

...

Sat May 15th & ;
Sun May·16th ; ~
NoAdmission·
.
.;
Charges.

Ba II ·

.

~ -

~ Doors open 8:30
~
At Botta's
.

.~

~

Games starts

~ Van~age

At8amt·o4 pm~
Sat & 1O am to ~
2:00'pmSun
~

-Sales Arena
~ 2 1/2 mi.l es out on
~
Highway
~ Left hand side

.

~

Oly

t}JZZ§. 1111§ & ~J$~ 5tb
. . . <!tllt§l\t!r~l\ . ...
HOME & DORM DELIVERY 5-2 DAILY
~~·--. 925-1111
925-2222
<

.

'

· Kegs To Go $23.50 · ·
~~

.

Gallons To Go $2.00

Student Body No.E_nd in .
2 for $1 Special
. - 8 or
9
·
When you purchase a
·- Medium·Grinder
16" Pizza this week you .
ge~ a $2 bill for $1 I
Reg. $1.95 . o _n ly 1.49
Offer good till
(GooooN 1N·s10EoRo.ERsoNLY)
May 20th.

